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Demand Management
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you talk about the motivations of
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this project in light of the current

day person give it a try; get them-

recessionary climate and the mortgage

selves a mortgage, and juggle to get

crisis that has plagued every bracket

their tiny piece of pie? Why are they

of our society and class?

held to a greater standard of responsibility than the CEOs?
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too. The process of building is set

In order to do well, she would do
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up to fit the norms of the building

upper body weight training after a

different choices in attachment so

industry and not its function—i.e. all

full day’s work so that she could be

things look different when finished.

the off-gassing drywall, formaldehyde

just as good as the guys on the job in

But I insist on that mark. I ask,

in FEMA trailers or pressboard linked
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different than what? Poorly fabricated

to increases in asthma in American

self up the union and now is one of

inhabit for me and reflects more

compared to what standard?

population. This is also evident in

the few female construction super-

closely how I experience things.
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the fact that a 2"x4" is not really

intendents in California. She makes
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her money building well standardized
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structures, but at home, she builds

conscious decision in the 1960s by
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the lumber industry to carve off a

idiosyncratic and quirky structures.

bit of dimension and to still label

So she takes the money and runs.

it a 2"x4". I have a very good friend
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as in the space at large. This

they made, but the real culprit is

Your new installation at REDCAT comes

when needed. I just move my body

changes, within themselves, as well

No wonder people made the choices
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shifting is an exciting space to

room and how it is attractive, perhaps
Olga Koumoundouros, Town Meeting; after Acconci (2003),
wood recycled from demolished high rise buildings,
ladders, laminated benches, approximately 72x96x29 in.
Installation view, Armory Center for the Arts, Pasadena.
Courtesy the artist.

lithic object. There’s a consideration of the individual in your
practice that is also explored in
your project at REDCAT.

Ryan Inouye

alluring, but doesn’t fit standardized

I’m interested in this idea of “the

ease in fabrication. We began to talk

best way to build something,” because

about the supposed “waste” of space,

it seems so invested in the peculiar

and I remember you mentioned that

project of democracy in this country.

rectilinear rooms have wasted space

building materials that facilitate

This way of thinking also brings into

that became a professional carpenter.
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relief the discursive and structural
reproduction of certain inequalities,
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which repeatedly fail to examine or

Process informs my concerns. So in

ship, of participation. Can you talk

Demand Management, the fact that I

about the ways in which you address

used a process that is ubiquitous and

these questions of legibility and

had no mystery was important. I cared

illegibility in the installation,

about the fact that I used a disposable

and in particular, the papier-mâché

M.F.A., California Institute for the Arts, Valencia, 2001

material that functions as a record
of dominant culture. It doesn’t

article in Harper’s Magazine with

It was Thorstein Veblen in The Theory

loads of statistics and pie charts

of Conspicuous Consumption, who during

titled “The $10 trillion hangover.”

the turn of the 20th century of the

One of the charts showed that the

Industrial Revolution, wrote about

top 1% had 34% of the total national

the emergence of a leisure class in

income. And how the bottom 50% of

the U.S., who used their enormous

American workers saw their share of

accumulation of wealth in order to

national income decline to 12.5%.

manifest social and political power.

Meanwhile between 2002 and 2006, the

This was the time of the Rockefellers,

top 1% of households saw more than

the Carnegies. In a way, nothing has

75% of the gains in income. Half of

changed. The desire to preserve and

our entire nation’s population had

maintain power through wealth plays

consistently declined in net worth,

out to this day. Though we are no

while 1% kept increasing! It blew my

longer a nation that manufacturers

mind. These statistics were batted

products or develops industries but

around periodicals and the internet

one in which liquid assets are exchang-

with different numbers and varying

ed (hence, the subprime mortgage

sources but all pointed in the same

loans). Money is made through increas-

architecture early on while still in

direction. I was pissed off at the

ingly complex economic systems (in

school. Architecture, which is so

2007

extremity of the blatant imbalance.

our age of hedge funds and investments

linked to how people live, and function

Is this the way the democratic merit-

banking) which begs the question of

are simultaneously alienating to the

ocracy of the American Dream mani-

who has access and at who’s expense.

very ones it is supposed to shelter

fests? What does it say about how we

The fear of socialist models and/or

and nurture. This is where inserting

take care of our workforce? We don’t.

the love of money have silenced a

the body in space becomes so political

How do we address basic needs, food

radical reassessment of these deeply

to me as so many structures are not
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designed with basic needs and function

More Yellow Wallpaper, Mullin Gallery, Occidental
College, Los Angeles

and shelter in our culture? Is it a

tearing up each piece of newspaper
and layering it on, dipping it into a
homemade sauce, a record of the
draping, enshrouding, embalming,
dripping, over dipping, under
saturating is all there. But this

entrenched systems.

human right?
Everyone “getting a piece of the pie”
has always been a part of the idea of
the American Dream and was actually
feasible to some extent in the post
World War II economic boom. I was
raised on the romance and belief in
the struggle to obtain that piece of
pie. Class and mobility are so
closely linked to economic access in
the U.S. We don’t have royalty here.
I had been thinking about economic
distribution since the sculpture 0’s &
1’s: Parity. That was 2006 and focused
on the neo-gilded age and the out of
control wrongness of that time’s decadence. However, I never imagined that
we would experience a recession of
the enormity that we are experiencing now. It is so telling that we would
go belly up exploiting people’s desire
for a single family home. On one hand
we are given the message that home
ownership is “Our God Given Right,”
with the simultaneous cultural
message “debt is the American way.”

Olga Koumoundouros, 0’s & 1’s: Parity (2006), Kevlar, foam
beads, dimensions variable. Courtesy the artist.

address broader concepts of citizen-
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A Front Porch: Concurrent and Not Opposing, collaboration
with Rodney McMillian, The Suburban, Chicago

A Roof Upended. Open Satellite. Exhibition brochure.
Bellville: Open Satellite, 2002.

forms of domestic furnishings and

California State University, Long Beach, 1997-9

2005

Pence, Elizabeth. “A Roof Upended.” ArtUS (JanuaryFebruary 2008): 62.

appliances?

School of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 1995-7

Thing: New Sculptures from Los Angeles, Hammer Museum,
Los Angeles

B.A., University of Vermont, Burlington, 1990

represent most of us, but it swirls
around all our heads. The process of

2004
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Solo Exhibitions

I am glad you brought up this point.
It is so linked to my concerns about

2008

power positions in American culture

The Unreposed, Adamski Gallery for Contemporary Art,
Berlin

at large in my overall practice. This
is why I took on a conversation with

in mind. Whose body is this space for,

Great Expectations and The Wreck of the Hope, Susanne
Vielmetter Los Angeles Projects, Los Angeles

2007

2006
Thieves and Vinegar, Adamski Gallery for Contemporary
Art, Aachen

What’s the process in the work for

within a day? There are so many idio-

2002

drop to this work. This is why
working with such base objects and
simple materials was so satisfying.

Ryan Inouye
As much as your practice is invested
in the medium of sculpture—given
your interest in and exploration of
materials and forms—your work seems
to undermine its own object-ness and
insistence on a stable or centered
reading. When I saw The Wreck of the
Hope, after Caspar David Friedrich
(2009)—a work in which thick layers of
plaster encrusted a makeshift wagon
made of wood—I was struck by how you
gave purpose to all that material

#9, Olga Koumoundouros & Rodney McMillian, Unit #9,
5301 Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles

these standardized arrangements of

process is in relief to the history

or worse yet, pathologized. The accom-
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of sculpture, in relief to the

modations we make daily to make a space

understanding of craft, and forms a

work for us is very interesting.

LA 2019: Cults, Collectives & Cocooning, 18
Santa Monica

Then there is hegemonic ideology

2008

that is replicated not only in the

The Whole World is Watching, Glendale College Art
Gallery, Glendale

I question the vernacular embedded
in “the best way to build something.”
I question the assumptions made in
deciding what is the best way to make
something stand up. There are many
ways to solve a problem and this is
culturally inscribed. Now behind that
I make damned sure that it does stand
well, but go all the way up to that
point where it is interrogated. So the
indeterminacy you speak of is perhaps
in these points found in the making.

space. Innovative ways around that

Group Exhibitions

forced arrangement are often invisible

design of structures but in the
assembly of space, access to basic
needs, as well as its production

th

Street Arts,

Democracy in America: The National Campaign, Creative
Time, Park Avenue Armory, New York

housing in spite of increasing need).

News from a Mime’s Thud, collaboration with Rodney
McMillian, Creative Time, New York and Blanton Museum of
Art, Austin

Think about when perspectival

2007

(diminishing rates of affordable

drawing came about. That was only
in the 15th century, and it has now
embedded itself as a rendering of
truth. Yet if you really think about
it, this approach is only one way of

without it feeling fetishistic or

But it also is in the theater of these

ordering visual information. This

frivolous. Here was Friedrich’s ship-

works. I have no problem with making

comes up with acknowledging that

wreck. Even when the scale is large,

work that is formed and enlivened

there are different ways to solve a

the works feel more searching than

when in direct relation to the human

problem. In building structure there

assertive. In Town Meeting; after

body in space. So what the viewer

is a cultured and gendered language

Acconci (2003), you constructed a

brings linguistically, culturally,

monumental size structure that spelled
the word “TERROR” when viewed from

Rent-a-Bench, site-specific installation, Los Angeles
All You Can Eat: generous helpings of food, video and
karaoke, c-level, Los Angeles

Residency, Open Satellite, Bellevue
2005
Grant, Visual Arts, Creative Capital Foundation
2000
Residency, Atlantic Center for the Arts, New Smyrna Beach

Ars Moralis, Galerie für Gegenwartskunst, Barbara
Claassen-Schmal, Bremen

Grant, Center for Land Use Interpretation, Culver City
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